Welcome to the 2013 Drinkhacker Gift Guide!
Back again by popular demand, it’s the Drinkhacker holiday gift guide — or our “best stuff of the year awards” if you want to
go that route. As usual, this list is filtered through the lens of the holidays, designed to help you decide what you might buy
for the loved ones on your shopping list, should they be whiskey, rum, tequila, or other spirits fans.
The offerings below are but a small selection of our favorite spirits from the last year, with an eye toward things you might
actually be able to find on the market (no Pappy on this list… what would be the point?):
Bourbon – Parker’s Heritage Collection Promise of Hope ($90) - Hard to go wrong with Bourbon this year, with so many
good bottlings to pick from. But for its sheer holiday appropriateness (and quality), I have to go with the new Parker’s Heritage release, bottled in honor of Parker Beam. If you buy a bottle, a full $20 will go to ALS research, which Beam was recently
diagnosed with. Other ideas? Where to start: Hillrock Solera ($90, an utter knockout), both Four Roses releases — Single
Barrel ($80) and Small Batch ($90) — and Wild Turkey’s new Russell’s Reserve Single Barrel Small Batch ($50). On a budget?
Try Rough Rider ($33), Jim Beam Signature Craft 12 Year Old ($40), Burnside Double Barrel ($44), or even the controversial
Stagg Jr. ($50). But one of my favorite bourbons of the year is also one of its cheapest: The Hooker’s House single-barrel
monster of a bourbon, finished in Pinot Noir barrels ($36).
Scotch – Laphroaig Cairdeas Port Wood Edition 2013 ($75) – Slimmer pickins in the world of Scotch this year, as prices
have gone and quality has noticeably begun to decline. But this gem from Laphroaig, which is almost pink in color and is
exquisite in its balance, is easily my top pick — and still widely available. Balvenie Tun 1401 Batch 9 ($250) and Ardbeg Ardbog ($120) are also still on the market, as is Isle of Jura “Juar” 1977 36 Years Old, which can be had for significantly less than
its $950 list price. Budget shoppers (well, as “budget” as Scotch gets these days) should not overlook Johnnie Walker Gold
Label Reserve ($87), a new limited edition blend that looks as good as it tastes.
Other Whiskey – WhistlePig “The Boss Hog” Rye 12 Years Old ($150) – I’m adding this new category this year because
there are so many other worthy whiskeys on the market that don’t fit into the Bourbon or Scotch mold. It’s hard to pick a
favorite here, as Collingwood 21 Year Old Canadian Rye ($70) and Powers John’s Lane 12 Years Old Irish ($65) are neck and
neck in quality. But the seductive Boss Hog gets my slight nod for 2013’s most memorable alternative whiskey. Budget-minded shoppers needn’t look beyond Pike Creek Canadian ($37).
Gin – Master of Malt Worship Street Whistling Shop Cream Gin ($68) – You won’t find a more unique gin for sale this
year, or perhaps ever. I’m shocked it’s still on the market. Also worth a look for the juniper fan in the fam: The Russell Henry
lineup (3 different gins, $38 each) and the German Monkey 47 ($61, 500ml).
Vodka - Pau Maui Vodka ($30) - An enjoyable vodka distilled from pineapples, giving it added conversation value. Also
enjoyable (and giftable) are Absolut Elyx ($50), and 666 Vodka ($28).
Rum – Ron Barceló Imperial Premium Blend 30 Aniversario Rum ($120) – It’s been a rather quiet year for rum, but this
rarity is easily on top of my list (and still buyable). Also hunt for Gosling’s Old Rum ($70) and Kirk & Sweeney 12 Years Old
($40).
Brandy – Louis Royer Cognac XO ($140) – Amazing stuff, and my only top-shelf Cognac pick for the year. For something
more exotic (and inexpensive) try Encanto’s Acholado Pisco ($35).
Tequila – Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la Casa Port Cask Finished Reposado, Reserva 2012 ($90) – Tons of great
tequila releases to choose from this year, but my top pick has to go to this unique Herradura bottling, finished in Port casks.
This came out in early 2013 but has a 2012 date on it… mind you don’t accidentally pick up the less masterful 2013 release.
Also worth considering: Qui Platinum (“white”) Extra Anejo ($60), Tapatio 110 Blanco ($42, 1 liter), and 901 Anejo ($50).
Liqueur – Art in the Age Sage Liqueur ($30) - Try out this unique liqueur as an alternative to juniper-focused spirits for the
gin lover on your list; it really switches up a martini or G&T. Also worth a look are Jack from Brooklyn Sorel Liqueur ($40)
and the new Luxardo Aperitivo ($20).
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Parker’s Heritage Collection Promise of Hope

Bourbon

The theme of this year’s Parker’s Heritage Collection
limited edition Bourbon release should come as no
surprise: It is bottled in honor of Parker Beam (the
“Parker” in the name of the spirit) and in recognition
of his recent diagnosis with ALS.
The Promise of Hope bottling is a very special release:
A full 20 dollars from the sale of each bottle will go
to the ALS Association for ALS research. The total
proceeds raised for the Association should total more
than $250,000 when the whiskey sells out (which, as
usual, it will).
The whiskey is good stuff, and surprisingly unique.
On the nose you get some burnt sugar but plenty of
alcoholic burn, which makes sussing out additional
notes tricky. Charred wood and slight cocoa notes are
also evident, if in passing.
On the palate, the Bourbon takes on a whole new
life, exploding with flavor. The burnt sugar takes on
a fruitier character — a la Bananas Foster — backed
with ripe apples and a little lemon zest. As the initial
fruit/sugar concoction starts to fade, cinnamon
notes take the field, with notes of marshmallow and
gingerbread coming up behind. The overall effect is
quite Christmas-like, unusual for Bourbon but wholly
welcome. It’s easy to see why this is Parker’s favorite
Bourbon. It’s drinking beautifully and is considerably
different from most of the mass-produced Bourbons
you’ll find on the market, all of which tend to be
variations on a theme.
A large segment of the population, I’m sure, will balk
at paying $90 for a 10 year old Bourbon (single barrel
or no), and I can understand that. But remember: This
one’s for a good cause. And it happens to be a really
good, wholly unique Bourbon.
96 proof / $90 / Heavenhill.com
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Bourbon

Hillrock Estate Distillery Solera Bourbon
It’s surprising that more aged spirits aren’t made in the solera
style. For the uninitiated, solera aging involves moving spirits
from younger barrels to older barrels, bit by bit, until the liquor in
the oldest barrel is bottled — the oldest of the old blended with a
bit of spirit from a wide variety of ages. Solera is commonly used
in rum as a way to add a high level of complexity to the spirit.
Here, Hillrock Estate, based in New York, uses solera barrels to
age its “field to glass” whiskey, taking estate-grown Bourbon and
marrying it with mature “seed” Bourbon, then putting it through
a series of casks, including a finishing run in 20-year-old oloroso
sherry casks. The current age of Hillrock is six years old, with a
mashbill that includes 37% rye.
You needn’t delve too far into Hillrock Bourbon to see that this is
a spirit of truly impressive pedigree. The nose hits you fast and
powerfully: Burnt caramel, dark brown sugar, vanilla, mint, and a
modestly woody back end. The body offers immense complexity:
Beautiful fruit and layered spices, luscious creme brulee,
marshmallow, and an almost raisiny sweet finish. The balance
of all of this is nearly perfect, coming together as an altogether
brash experiment in whiskeymaking that works far better than
you would ever expect.
92.6 proof/ $90 / Hillrockdistillery.com

Burnside Double Barrel Bourbon
Delightful nose. There’s cherry and gingerbread here, a
perfect amount of fruity sweetness to lead you in for a sip.
And my, what fun is in store once you tuck in. Again you
get cherry and gingerbread spices, with a kind of toffee
spin to it. It’s high-proof and heady, and a cinnamon kick
develops the more you sip and savor it. The body is spot
on and the finish is long, clean, and satisfying.
What you don’t get is any sense of hoary, over-oaked,
charred tannins. Everything in this whiskey is working
together in near-perfect balance, and it stands as proof
that you don’t need exotic wine barrels or a decade-plus
under oak to create a truly masterful spirit. Great value
here.
96 proof / $44 / Eastsidedistilling.com
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Bourbon

Russells Reserve Small Batch Single Barrel Bourbon
The original Russell’s Reserve carries a 10 Year Old age statement
and a $34 price tag. At $50 a bottle, is the Single Barrel older, or is
it just a selection of the best barrels of the 10 Year? Who knows?
It’s also incredibly dark in the glass, one of the darker Bourbons
on the market today. Pouring a glass releases tons of wood
character into the room. The nose straight from the glass once
things settle down offers some wood but also coal, cinnamon/
baking spice, and just a hint of vanilla.
On the body, it’s a bit hot but easily manageable without water,
then sweet. There’s more of a burnt sugar/dark caramel than
the typical vanilla profile of younger Bourbons, with a distinct
charcoal note (courtesy of the dense alligator char on Russell’s
barrels) that leads to an unusual touch of licorice on the finish.
Somewhat minty, but more of a dried mint than fresh. Inviting and
restrained, this is sipping Bourbon that welcomes conversation, a
dense and chewy whiskey with a clearly impressive pedigree.
110 proof / $50 / wildturkeybourbon.com

Rough Rider Straight Bourbon Whisky
Inspired by Teddy Roosevelt (a native Long Islander), Rough
Rider is made from a mash of 60% corn, 35% rye, and 5%
malted barley. It’s aged for four years in new oak barrels
before a further, complex finishing.
The nose is punchy and tannic — full of both wood notes and
winey ones. The body backs this up. Initially full of sawdust
and pencil shavings, it soon settles down to reveal tons of
fun. It starts with Bananas Foster, black cherries, and licorice.
Chocolate and root beer notes evolve from there, alongside
more traditional and expected vanilla and caramel character.
A long, Port-like finish comes along after that, offering some
of that brandy’s sweet fruitiness by way of a digestif.
Great stuff. Great price, too, especially in comparison to so
many wildly overpriced and under-aged craft Bourbons on
the market.
90 proof / $33 / Lispirits.com
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Bourbon

Four Roses 2013 Limited Edition Single Barrel Bourbon
This year’s Single Barrel release from Four Roses trots out the OBSK (high-rye)
recipe at 13 big years of age.
Slightly older than the usual Single Barrel bottlings (typically 11 or 12 years old),
this release is a monster whiskey. If you’ve been waiting for something incredibly
bold from Four Roses, wait no longer.
Four Roses 2013 Single Barrel is a bruiser, punchy with cinnamon, big wood
notes (particularly heavy on the nose), and a long, sweet, applesauce finish.
Bold and spicy on the finish, this whiskey doesn’t let up. Moments after the
sweetness starts to fade, a big, Bing cherry note jumps out at you, leaving this
whiskey, woody up front, with a distinctly fruity finish. Unique and lots of fun, it’s
altogether another winner in a long string of outstanding spirits from Four Roses.
Sample bottles were bottled at a fiery 120 proof — water was a huge help in
coaxing out the Bourbon’s most interesting notes. Edition of 4000 bottles.
100.6-114.4 proof / $80 / Fourroses.us

Four Roses 125th Anniversary Limited Edition Small Batch 2013
Bourbon
The annual release of Four Roses’ limited edition Small Batch Bourbon is
always cause for excitement, but this year’s release is special, bottled in
honor of the distillery’s 125th anniversary.
An intriguing nose offers some mint, butterscotch, and solid vanilla
notes — it’s almost like wandering into a Baskin Robbins. On the body,
things gel quite nicely. Vanilla caramels, more butterscotch, and a
touch of cinnamon on the finish keep this whiskey grounded squarely
in the dessert world, though it isn’t overly sweet and it manages to keep
itself balanced. It may be one of the simpler whiskeys to come out of
4R in recent years, but damn if it doesn’t grow on you. Overall it’s really
enjoyable, but I’d keep this one for after dinner drinking. Note: A scant
dash of water is a help. Edition of 8000 bottles.
110 proof / $90 / Fourroses.us
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Bourbon

Hooker’s House Bourbon
This is six-year-old, single-barrel Bourbon that is finished in Pinot
Noir barrels and brought down to 100 proof with Sonoma spring
water. The mashbill is a hefty 46% rye. Lots of wood on the nose
doesn’t let on to too many secrets, but breathe deep and you get
those rich, winey flavors — a few raisins and big cherry notes. Take
a sip and it all comes together. Fantastic, thick body. Beautiful
fruit, that cherry character really gets pumped up as you drink it.
Combining with the deep vanilla from the Bourbon, the Pinot finish
gives this whiskey the character of a Cherry Coke, complete with
cinnamon and nutmeg notes on the finish. Perfectly drinkable neat
even at 100 proof, this is an amazing Bourbon with a unique and
lively character that I highly recommend.
Excellent bargain.
100 proof / $36 / Prohibition-spirits.com

Jim Beam Signature Craft 12 Years Old
Classic Bourbon structure, it’s got vanilla to spare
and a good slug of wood — but not too much — on
the nose. The body is perfectly integrated, featuring
chocolate and cinnamon beneath the vanilla/woody
core. And there’s real austerity here, a wine-like character that you just don’t encounter in younger whiskeys and which is a product of picking really great
barrels that have been mellowing for over a decade.
The finish is more sweet than spicy, but it’s long and
soothing.
86 proof / $40 / Jimbeam.com
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Bourbon

Stagg Jr. Bourbon

Putting aside the Van Winkle phenomenon, the nextmost-coveted name in the whiskey world is arguably
George T. Stagg. Released in limited quantities as part
of Buffalo Trace’s annual Antique Collection series,
this Bourbon is old, ultra-high-proof, intense, and
invariably beloved by both critics and consumers.
It’s also pretty much impossible to find.
In response to the high demand for the stuff, Buffalo
Trace is doing a really smart thing: Releasing a version
of Stagg that, while not nearly as old or as powerful as
the real deal, is a credible little brother… just like the
name suggests.
Stagg Jr. is made from eight- and nine-year-old
whiskeys, bottled at cask strength, uncut and
unfiltered. This first release is 134.4 proof. Future
versions will vary, depending on what the barrel
outturn looks like. The company says the whiskey will
be limited, but probably considerably more available
than the regular Staff releases.
Beautiful nose here: Cinnamon and raisins, very dark
chocolate, burnt caramel notes. Overwhelmed by
alcohol, to be sure, but the soul shines through. On the
tongue, plenty more where that came from. Sweeter
than I expected, but balanced by ample fruit notes
— here some citrus comes along, with caramel apple,
plums, and ample cinnamon on the finish. Quite a
collection of flavors here, but it’s all in balance and not
over-wooded. I find it drinkable straight, but a splash
of water is a much better idea, cutting through the
burn handily and making it easier to enjoy. (Plus, it
lasts longer.)
Buy it.
134.4 proof / $50 / Buffalotracedistillery.com
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Scotch

Laphroaig Cairdeas Port Wood Edition 2013
It’s easy to see why Laphroaig bottled this, which is finished in Port pipes, in a clear bottle instead of
its typical green: The rosy orange color is unique and really quite lovely. Wow, one sip and this is an
instant, utter knockout. It starts with sweet strawberries and cream, jam on toast, light rose petals — then
that characteristic Laphroaig DNA kicks in on the back end, with its salt and brine balancing things out
perfectly. The brain barely knows what to do with this. Is it Islay? Is it a strange Highland whisky? Is it a
Port cocktail? The mind boggles, but the tongue is happy. Incredibly hard to put down, and so pretty to
look at, too. Stock up.
102.6 proof / $75 / Laphroaig.com
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Scotch

The Balvenie Tun 1401, Batch 9 Single Malt
The 9th outturn of The Balvenie’s Tun 1401 bottling (and
the 3rd I’ve experienced) is one of its best. Like Batch 3
and Batch 6 before it, Batch 9 is another U.S. exclusive, but
will still be available in minuscule quantities, with just 14
casks married to create this batch. The spirit is drawn from
11 traditional casks and three sherry butts which span “a
number of decades,” though detailed age information is
not available.
The nose offers exotic spices and incense atop a core of
figs and raisins. The sherry is strong with this one, too,
exhibiting an almost candylike whiff of orange jellies. The
body backs all this up, in spades. In addition to all of the
above — with sherry the most notable component — you
get notes of leather, glazed walnuts, and a hint of tobacco.
The dried fruit components complement these more
austere notes just perfectly… call it sugar and spice and
everything nice.
98.6 proof / $250 / Thebalvenie.com

Isle of Jura “Juar” 1977 36 Years Old
Moving on up we get to this extra-rare expression of Jura (alternately listed as 35 Years Old on some listings). Finished in Port
pipes for 12 months. A stark contrast to the almost youthful 30
Year Old whisky, the 1977 is a glorious revelation on the nose, full
of fruit and mystery. A punch of fruit aromas hit the senses up
front: apples, Bing cherries, blood oranges, and crushed raspberries — plus a bit of incense. On the palate, quite a bit of that Jura
grain character comes across, but it’s well tempered and balanced
with more of that fruit — including some tropical fruit notes. Over
time, a chocolaty richness develops, leaving behind a long and
lasting finish that comes across a bit like salted caramel. Really,
really gorgeous whisky… and hard to put down. Named after the
Yew tree. 52 bottles released in the U.S.
92 proof / $950 / Jurawhisky.com
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Scotch

Ardbeg Ardbog

Ardbog is a 10 year old old whisky — in keeping with the
primary malt from the company — with a twist, as it is aged in
a combination of Bourbon (60%) and Manzanilla Sherry barrels
(40%). Sherry is common, of course, as a finishing wood in
Scotland, but Ardbeg doesn’t do a lot with it. (Uigeadail is one of
the few that does.) I’m not sure why, it really does wonders to the
normally overpowering smokiness of Ardbeg.
Ardbog features a pretty and almost floral nose, balancing peat
fire with orange peel, orange blossoms, and hints of raisins. The
body is lush and rich, bringing together all of the above along
with a salty, sea-driven backbone. The finish comes together
with a fruitiness that is downright shocking for Ardbeg, which is
normally focused on fire and brimstone. It’s a lengthy, luscious
denoument, both easygoing yet complex and deep, inviting
continued exploration. Perhaps my favorite Ardbeg expression to
date.
104.2 proof / $120 / ardbeg.com
Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve
On the nose, there’s lots of fresh fruit and sherry to spare, a sharp aroma
with immediate appeal and a light nuttiness on the back end. The body
follows through with more of that sherry, some nougat notes, plus a touch
of graham cracker. I get hints of fresh cherry fruit, cinnamon, and honeyspiked sweet tea, all coming together in a remarkably well-balanced and
easy to enjoy dram.
It’s not as malty and rich as the original Gold Label — and is overall a bit
of a departure from the chewy, almost bready Johnnie Walker house style
— and that’s perhaps a good thing. Gold Label Reserve is sophisticated
and more refined, with both balance and an inviting finish. My only real
complaint is the alcohol level: At 80 proof it doesn’t pack in quite enough
of body, and the initial sharpness ultimately becomes a bit flabby in the
middle. Knock this up to 92 proof and you’ve got perhaps the best blended
Scotch on the market.
80 proof / $87 / Johnniewalker.com
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Other Whiskey
WhistlePig “The Boss Hog” Rye Whiskey Single
Barrel 12 Years Old
WhistlePig is widely regarded (by myself included) as
one of the best ryes on the market, a straight, 100% rye
bottled at 100 proof and a full 10 years old. Last year’s
TripleOne brought the age up to 11 years and proof to
111 proof. Now comes The Boss Hog, a 12 year old rye
bottled at cask strength — over 130 proof. Whoa.
The Boss Hog (technically “series 1,” indicating this may
become an annual thing) is presumably, like TripleOne,
the WhistlePig base stock with a couple of extra years
on it and less water in the bottle. What’s remarkable
is what those couple of tweaks can do to this already
classy and refined spirit.
To start with, the nose is a monster: Richly sweet,
without too much wood on it (surprisingly). Aromatics
include fresh hay, cinnamon toast, and quite a bit of
alcoholic heat. The body is amazingly not nearly as
heated as you’d expect, despite having an alcohol level
that puts this year’s George T. Stagg to shame. While
it’s certainly racy, it’s easily drinkable without water, and
you’ll also find flavor to spare. There’s an instant rush of
Bit-O-Honey, with deft touches of cinnamon and cloves.
The body grows, offering sultry vanilla notes while
building up the wood components, until the finish hits,
adding some red pepper, dark chocolate, and a rush of
heat at the back of the throat. The end result of all of this
is quite enchanting, a cask strength, extra-old rye which
is already unheard of, but is also almost completely
balanced from start to finish.
~134 proof / $150 / Whistlepigwhiskey.com
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Other Whiskey
Collingwood 21 Year Old Rye Canadian
Whisky
Who, who, whoooo is putting out 21 year old rye?
At a price of 70 bucks (or less)? Collingwood,
that’s who.
Collingwood is best known for bottling its spirits
in what look like oversized perfume bottles, but
it should be known for the quality of the spirits
inside. Standard Collingwood, a young Canadian
blend, offers a huge amount of flavor for a whisky
that’s just three years or so old. At 27 bucks it’s a
steal.
Now comes Collingwood 21, a 100% malted rye
with a full 21 years of age on it, aged primarily
in new oak barrels and finished in toasted
maplewood barrels. There’s plenty going on
here. The nose offers rich wood character,
butterscotch, and hints of maple syrup. It’s
quite enticing and invites you into sipping
away, revealing more syrup and butterscotch
notes, plus intriguing notes of orange peel,
evergreen, and some light lumberyard. The finish
is woody but far from overdone, an engaging
rush that brings along hints of that rye spiciness,
something akin to a clove-spiked orange.
Dangerously drinkable.
This is a one-time-only limited release. Grab it
while you can.
80 proof / $70 / Collingwoodwhisky.com
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Other Whiskey
Powers Irish Whiskey John’s Lane Release 12 Years
Old
Powers got its start as a single pot still whiskey, but in
more recent years its become a simpler blend of pot still
spirit and grain whiskey. It’s understandable: Powers is
the most popular whiskey in its homeland of Ireland, so
they have to make a lot of it.
Now Powers is bringing a pure, single pot still whiskey
back. This one is denoted as John’s Lane Release, an
homage to the original distillery where Powers was
made in the late 1700s and 1800s.
This release is made from a mash of malted and
unmalted barley which is then triple distilled in copper
pot stills. Aged for 12 years, primarily in ex-Bourbon
casks with a touch of whiskey that’s been matured in
Oloroso sherry butts, it is bottled at 92 proof.
It’s an outstanding example of Irish, rich and mouthfilling, with a warming, luscious body. The nose is
slightly hot, offering hints of honey and cinnamon. The
body, however, is far more sophisticated and complex,
and not really hot at all. Deep honey notes, vanilla,
caramels, and touches of barley. Slightly nutty on the
finish, with hints of charcoal and chocolate, too. This is
a whiskey that offers tremendous depth, not something
you typically associate with Irish, which is often made in
a simpler style. Well done, Powers.
92 proof / $65 / Irishdistillers.ie
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Other Whiskey
Pike Creek Canadian Whisky
Newly acquired from Corby Distilleries — a
growing Canadian whisky producer whose
products continue to be difficult to find in
the U.S. — by Pernod Ricard, Pike Creek is the
brainchild of one Don Livermore, who has a
Ph.D. in — wait for it — wood science.
That science has clearly taught Livermore a
thing or two about making good whisky, and
with Pike Creek he has made the exceptional
decision of aging his spirit in Vintage Port
barrels. This is a trick we’ve seen repeatedly (and
wonderfully) with Bourbon and Scotch, but it’s a
new one for Canadian.
Matured for an unspecified time in Ontario,
Canada, the whisky is bottled at 80 proof. And
now it is finally going to be available in the U.S.
Results: Exceptional. The nose is immediately
sweet, with caramel notes but also cooked apples
and some spice. On the tongue, it’s racier than
you think, the rye backbone (common to most
Canadian whiskys) giving the sweet body a
little heft. Graham crackers, milk chocolate, and
golden raisins fill out the finish, along with just
enough heat to make things interesting. Let it
open up in the glass for long enough and you
get lots of citrus oil notes, too. This is a complex
spirit that I could sip on all day. Well done.
80 proof / $32 / Goodeatsfor.me
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Gin
Master of Malt Worship Street Whistling Shop
Cream Gin
Master of Malt has no shortage of bizarre
concoctions, but this one is a new one for me: Gin
distilled using cream as a botanical. The result is
called, simply, cream gin.
Cream gin, we are told by MoM, “was popular in
the Gin Palaces of the Victorian Era, however back
then the gin would probably have been mixed with
a cream and sugar then left to infuse. To update this
classic idea, this Cream Gin has been cold-distilled
using fresh cream as a botanical (the equivalent of
100ml cream per bottle!), to capture the fresh flavour
of the cream in a perfectly clear spirit. Because the
cream is never heated during the distillation process,
no ‘burnt’ or ‘off’ flavours end up in the finished
product. Cream Gin has the same shelf-life as any
other distilled spirit.”
Expecting a milky, goopy product like Baileys? Sorry,
not here. From outward appearances, Cream Gin
looks no different than any other clear spirit, and it
smells just like one, too. Here, it’s mild juniper, and
a little orange character, that dominates the nose.
The creamy body is more evident as you sip — it’s
more subtle than you think — but it’s the vanilla in
the spirit that is really surprising and quite delicious.
While not a flavor component I would have expected
to work well with juniper, it’s surprisingly effective…
sweet and savory together. There’s a pleasant
spiciness on the finish that brings the whole package
together.
Sounds crazy, but give it a try. It’s expensive, but
really it’s quite a little delight.
87.6 proof / $68 / Masterofmalt.com
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Gin
Monkey 47 Schwarzwald Dry Gin
Monkey 47 is one of those spirits with a really long
and involved backstory, but the nut of it is that you’re
drinking crazy gin from Germany. Created by a WWII
Royal Air Force pilot who settled in the Black Forest
after the war, our hero made his own gin out of local
ingredients and exotic botanicals inspired by his
upbringing in India. The gin wasn’t commercialized, but
its recipe was meticulously documented.
That recipe — plus intact samples — were recently
discovered, nearly 50 years after Monkey 47’s creator
vanished. And now, this oddball German gin is being
commercially produced and can be yours… if you can
track it down.
And so, on to the tasting. While juniper is prominent
on the nose, intense herbal notes rise up to meet it in
stride. Dried rosemary and cloves are prevalent, along
with a kind of dried mushroom character. On the body,
there’s much less juniper, as those herbs punch through
to the forefront. On the tongue the herbal quality comes
across as fresher — again, rosemary is a biggie — plus
lots of evergreen notes and some black pepper shortly
behind. There’s a huge forest floor element to Monkey
47, too: woodsy, earthy, and a bit like the embers of a
smoldering campfire. If you’re wondering if all that fruit
in the infusion bill comes across, it does. At the end,
Monkey 47 takes a sweet and fruity turn, with a slightly
tart character that offers notes of blueberries, orange,
crisp apples, and peaches. It’s very easy drinking despite
clocking in at 94 proof.
Bizarre, lots of fun, and a wholly unique gin experience.
Find some.

94 proof / $61 (500ml) / Monkey47.com
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Gin

Russell Henry Gin
Who the heck is Russell Henry? I’m not sure, but I’m guessing Craft Distillers is referring to this guy, a
chemist and expert in digestion from the late 1800s. Not sure he had anything to do with gin, but in a funny
coincidence, there is a Henry Russell who wrote about the cotton gin in this book.
Think about all of that while you sip on these gins, namesakes of, er, somebody (but not distiller Crispin
Cain). One is a London Dry. Two are flavored gins — unusual, but since gin is really just flavored vodka, not
a crazy idea. Both of the flavors are, per Craft Distillers, “works in progress” that they will continue to tinker
with.
Russell Henry London Dry Gin – More piney than juniper, like a walk through an evergreen forest. You
don’t get the overwhelming prickliness of juniper-heavy gins, instead finding sweetness, citrus, and
cardamom notes. Hints of pepper on the nose. Great overall structure and balance, but very light on the
body. It will stand up to simple tonic but is likely too delicate for more complex cocktails.
Russell Henry Malaysian Lime Gin – Made with leaves and fruit from limau purut limes from, yes,
Malaysia. Not much lime on the nose here, and it’s very slight on the body, too. Slightly earthy and with just
a touch of lemon/lime character, but otherwise difficult to distinguish from the London Dry.
Russell Henry Hawaiian Ginger Gin – The ginger is organic, from Kauai. Far stronger and more unique,
with a distinct ginger character on the nose that melds nicely with the citrus elements. The notes from the
London Dry still apply, plus a spicy kick in the end. I like the way it all works together. This is the gin to use
in that exotic cocktail you’re making — or even something to spice up a simple G&T.
Produced in an edition of 1200.
London Dry Gin - 93.4 proof
Malaysian Lime Gin - 94 proof
Hawaiian Ginger Gin - 94.6 proof
$38 each / Craftdistillers.com
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Vodka
Pau Maui Hawaiian Vodka
It’s hard not to fall in love with something made in Hawaii.
Macadamia nuts. Hula girls. All the good stuff comes from
these cool little islands.
So does vodka. Pau isn’t the first vodka I’ve had that’s made
in Hawaii, but it is the first I’ve encountered that’s made
from Hawaiian pineapples. Blended with Hawaiian spring
water in “up-country” Maui, it’s as unique a vodka as you’ll
be able to find to plop on your home bar.
The real question: Does a vodka distilled from something
as distinctive as pineapple retain the character of the fruit
from which it was made? No, not really. The pineapple’s
sweetness is evident, but not overwhelming. The primary
character on the nose is more medicinal, with underpinnings of citrus fruit. On the palate, think strawberry shortcake — complete with a little whipped cream — maybe with
a dollop of caramel sauce. This is understated, however. I
review a lot of extremely sweet vodkas that taste like they’ve
been intentionally flavored with all loads of artificial junk.
Pau is a more refined and reserved vodka, albeit one that
plays its hand more toward the sweet than the savory. Not a
bad thing.
80 proof / $30 / Paumaui.com
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Vodka
Absolut Elyx
Absolut’s boldest move in years doesn’t have anything
to do with vodka that tastes like pickles or cupcakes… it’s
Absolute Elyx, a single-estate ultra-premium vodka that’s
so special it doesn’t even use the traditional cylindrical
bottle design.
Elyx is single estate vodka made exclusively from wheat
from Rabelof Castle and water from the distillery’s own
well. Absolut says everything involved in the creation of
this vodka takes place within a 15 mile radius. The vodka
is produced in an antique copper column still and bottled
at 84.6 proof.
The results are impressive. The nose is very clean,
touched with marshmallow. The body is silky and supple,
exceptionally clean with shockingly little bite. No harsh
medicinal notes, herbal character, or hints of earth, charcoal, and mushroom here: This is a light-bodied, fresh,
and easy vodka. Lightly sweet but not overdone, Elyx offers notes of vanilla, some gingerbread, and sweet cream
on the finish. Elyx probably won’t be the knockout that
massive vodka fans are expecting (a la Karlsson’s Gold
2008), but I can virtually guarantee that everyone will
find it totally agreeable.
84.6 proof / $50 / Absolut.com
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Vodka
666 Vodka
666 Vodka has a name to live up to — even invoking “pure
evil” on the front of the label. Made in Tasmania, Australia,
this vodka is triple pot-distilled from Tasmanian barley,
blended with water sourced from the pristine region here
called Cape Grim. The finished product is charcoal filtered
before bottling.
For all its uniqueness, 666 is typical of Australian vodkas,
very mild on the nose with some hints of dessert-like sweetness, particularly light overtones of chocolate. The body is
tailor-made for the sweet tooth. It is sugary but not overpowering, with a lightly bittersweet finish. That chocolate reappears here, along with some caramel notes. Very light herbal
notes are here too, on a buttery body.
That said, the only real sense you get of vodka here is some
light medicinal character that comes along as the spirit
fades. It’s altogether very easy drinking, though vodka fans
who love the funky hospital notes of Eastern bloc spirits will
be dissatisfied.
80 proof / $28 / 666purevodka.com
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Rum

Ron Barceló Imperial Premium Blend 30 Aniversario Rum
Barcelo is a solid but largely unknown Dominican rum producer which we’ve written about in the past.
While we’re familiar with the rack versions of its rums, we didn’t know about the special barrels that Miguel
Barcelo was setting aside. Well, he’s been doing that for the last 30 years, and now he’s blending them up
into a mega-rum called Premium Blend 30 Aniversario.
What we have here is a quite an engaging and exciting rum. The nose is surprisingly lively and light, but
with lots going on. The nose is nutty and at times almost herbal, with gingerbread and toffee notes often
playing along. There’s just a hint of alcohol to give a little burn on the back end. On the palate, lots more
where that came from. Think chocolate pudding, butterscotch, and vanilla, topped with a sort of dusting of
black cherry and cola. None of this is heavy, daunting, or astringent (a complaint I’ve leveled at Barcelo in
the past), but rather it’s a delicious and incredibly drinkable concoction that has drained itself much too
quickly under my care. Rum lovers of the world in search of something very special and old, yet still light
on the tongue, should seek this bottling out pronto.
Edition of 9000 bottles, 600 allocated to U.S. .
86 proof / $120 / Ron-barcelo.com
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Rum

Kirk and Sweeney Dominican Rum 12 Years Old
35 Maple Street — the California-based folks behind Uncle Val’s gin
and Masterson’s rye whiskey — has turned its sights on yet another
spirit: rum. Maple isn’t messing around with Kirk and Sweeney (the
name refers to a rum-running schooner that worked the Caribbean in
the Prohibition era), an intense Dominican rum with 12 years of barrel
age on it.
This is classic, extra-old Dominican rum. Huge caramel on the nose,
with lots of vanilla, too. The body is silky smooth and supple, a sugary
wash that, while it doesn’t exactly load on the complexities, is exactly
what you want from an aged rum: Dessert in a glass, but not overly
syrupy, and with a little bite at the end. The finish offers just a hint of
pepper and cinnamon, a perfect complement to a virtually flawless
bottle of rum.
80 proof/ $40 / togwines.com
Gosling’s Family Reserve “Old Rum”

There’s not much pomp and circumstance attached to a product
called “Old Rum,” so at $70 a bottle, you better hope Gosling’s
has saved its investment for what’s inside the bottle.
There’s no hint at how old Old Rum actually is. Bermuda-based
Gosling’s produces this by taking the standard Black Seal and
aging it in barrels for, well, for even longer, until it’s ready, I
suppose.
A full-bodied rum? You better believe it. Overwhelming on
the nose with rich molasses, tobacco, and smoke, it somehow
outdoes all this when you take a sip. A powerhouse of a rum,
it hits your right up front with dark chocolate character and
smoldering wood fires. More molasses come ’round, plus a hint
of honeycomb. The color of coffee, it keeps going and going,
easy to sip yet devilish in its complexity. The wood plays with
the sweetness and comes together to create an enticing mocha/
coffee flavor that’s incredibly compelling as a dessert sipper.
Few rums can manage all the tricks being pulled off right
and left in this behemoth. If you can stomach the outlay, it’s
definitively one to try.
80 proof / $70 / Goslingsrum.com
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Brandy
Louis Royer Cognac XO
Louis Royer has been producing Cognac since
1853, but it’s relatively obscure on U.S. shores. This
XO, like most, doesn’t offer much information
by way of production or aging notes (Royer
uses grapes from the six big growing regions of
Cognac), but I wouldn’t fret over it. This is quality
Cognac that is worth visiting, and a bargain for a
spirit of this quality.
Immediate dark chocolate and coffee notes on
the nose and on the first sips. This is a much
darker, burlier Cognac than most other brands,
particularly XOs, which tend to run fruitier, with
more of a baking spice note. Alongside the above,
the Louis Royer XO offers more incense, burnt
orange, and root beer notes — backed by a heavy
vanilla extract finish — making for an altogether
intriguing, complex spirit. There’s so much going
on here that it invites continued discovery. I
keep going back to it, finding something a little
different every time out.
80 proof / $140 / Louis-royer.com
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Brandy
Campo de Encanto Pisco Grand & Noble
Acholado
One of the top brands of the pisco revival,
Encanto has been making waves for years — and
we’re only just now getting around to reviewing
it formally. An acholado style pisco, Encanto is
a blend of distillate from four types of grapes —
Quebranta (74%), Torontel (6%), Moscatel (4%) and
Italia (16%). (Most other pisco styles are singlevarietal. See our primer here.)
Encanto is a very fresh and lively Peruvian
pisco, lacking in the hoary funk that defines so
many of its competitors. The nose features fresh
citrus along with some pine needle — tangy and
inviting, almost gin-like. The body follows suit.
Ample lemon notes meld nicely with secondary
notes of evergreen, pencil shavings, and modest
floral notes on the back end. As pisco goes, this
is easygoing, pleasant, and — again — fresh.
While pisco still doesn’t show up in a whole lot
of cocktails today (and few are drinking this stuff
straight), if you’re going to invest in one bottle of
pisco, Encanto is probably the one to buy.
Note: Encanto has a single-varietal pisco in the
works which I’ve tasted (once). Not sure how close
it is to release… stay tuned.
85 proof / $35 / Encantopisco.com
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Tequila

Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la Casa Port Cask Finished Reposado, Reserva 2012
Much in the vein of Corazon’s Expresion de Corazon tequilas, which are finished in special whiskey barrels,
Herradura is experimenting with exotic finishes to its tequilas. Coleccion de la Casa is a new line of limited
edition tequilas which will be released annually, each a unique experience.
First out the gate is Reserva 2012, a reposado which is aged in medium-char American oak for 11 months,
then finished in vintage Port casks for another two months of aging.
Some thoughts. Lovely, moderate amber color. Quite a peppery nose, with plenty of agave on it. Some
almond notes, too. The body is very lush. Rounded, with a flood of citrus notes, caramel, vanilla, and a long
finish that brings forward raisins, plum pudding, and some bittersweet chocolate character — all clearly
driven by the Port. Engaging and fun, this is altogether a great combination (of course, I’m a well known
sucker for Port-finished whiskeys, so why wouldn’t I be one for Port-finished tequilas, too?).
80 proof / $90 / Herradura.com
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Tequila
Qui Platinum Extra Anejo Tequila
Qui markets itself as the world’s first extra anejo tequila,
distinguished from Don Julio (anejo) and Dobel (a blend of various
age tequilas). It also distinguishes itself by being pretty darn good.
Qui is 100% Highlands double-distilled agave which is aged for 3
1/2 years in ex-Bourbon and Bordeaux barrels before being filtered
to white. Lots of agave on the nose, plus hefty caramel notes. The
body is complex and rich, speaking both to the plant and the aging
regimen. Here, the caramel takes on more of a butterscotch note, with
a pleasant and complex vegetal note beneath it. This isn’t unpleasant
but rather adds a savory character to the otherwise fairly sweet spirit,
bringing it into balance.
Not at all racy or peppery, the tequila is a smooth sipper with almost
no bite and a finish that recalls bittersweet chocolate.
I really love this tequila. While I can’t claim to understand what the
need is to take all the color out of very old tequila — which should be
gloriously amber — I commend Qui for doing such a good job at it.
80 proof / $60 / Quitequila.com

901 Anejo Tequila
Pretty floral notes on the nose and plenty of nougat, but balanced
with chile pepper heat. Great overall mouthfeel — silky without being
syrupy — and a solid balance of all the flavors you want in anejo, with
vanilla running throughout the touches here and there of banana,
wood oil, and cayenne pepper. Agave shows its face on the very back
end of the finish. Fun stuff.
80 proof / $50 / 901.com
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Tequila
Tapatio Blanco 110 Tequila
Does tequila need to be 110 proof? No, but does it hurt?
Such are the questions you might ponder while sipping Tapatio
110, aka Tapatio B110 (the B is for Blanco). It’s essentially the
same as the 80-proof Tapatio Blanco, but bottled at a hot hot hot
110 proof. Highland tequila, 100% agave, spends 6 months resting
in stainless steel before bottling.
From the nose I would have had no idea this was overproof
tequila. It’s fresh, full of lemon/lime notes, solid but hardly
overpowering agave, and hints of caramel sauce. Alcohol? It’s
there, but not the mega-burn you’re probably expecting.
On the tongue, again, it’s not at all overwhelming, and it’s
easy to sip straight, even without water or a mixer. Notes here
include fresh lemongrass (with a slight vegetal note to counter
the citrus), creme brulee, chewy agave, and a lengthy finish
that dances in the flames between scorched vanilla notes and
elemental fire. Here’s where the overproof body makes itself
known — for a long, long while at that. The finish isn’t so much
a mouth-scarring alco-burn but rather a warming, fireside
experience that stays with you for the better part of two minutes
after a single, tentative sip until it vanishes and leaves behind
a cleansing glaze, almost like a mouthwash. Believe me: This is
a pleasant and comforting sensation, not the excruciating trip
to hell that you might associate with the words “tequila” and
“burning.”
A gorgeous, lush, and totally unexpected experience, this is a
tequila to seek out and savor as a sipper — yet would also make
one hell of a margarita.
110 proof / $42 per 1 liter bottle / Charbay.com
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Liqueur
Art in the Age Sage Liqueur
Sage is the fourth product from Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction, which focuses on creating wholly unique and,
sometimes, questionably mixable liqueurs. These liqueurs are
often drawn from historical texts and/or are inspired by curious
ingredients (like gingersnap cookies). With this product, sage herbs
are the focus.
Unlike AitA’s three other spirits, sage is clear. Like them, it’s infused
with a vast array of botanicals to give it its character, including
elderberry, pine, black tea, rose, dry orange peel, cubeb, angelica,
sage (at last!), lavender, spearmint, dandelion, thyme, sumac,
rosemary, licorice root, and fennel. Whew!
If that list sounds slightly familiar it’s probably because you’ve read
enough of my gin reviews to realize how many of these have become
common components of modern gins. And in fact, that’s really
what Sage is: a “garden gin” as was common in the era of Thomas
Jefferson, made with local botanicals. Sure enough, it’s based on a
recipe Jefferson himself used in 1806.
This is gin, sure enough, but with one notable ingredient missing:
Juniper. Without the essential evergreen herb, Sage has room to
run to other areas of the earth. And along the way we find a fairly
delicate spirit, imbued with pepper, floral elements, mint, and
licorice. You’ll catch most of the above botanicals as you sip, even if
sage itself is one of the more elusive ones on the list.
The attack offers flowers. The finish goes back to the earth. This
is a spirit that develops and changes in the glass, offering lots of
complexity and plenty to think about — both gastronomically and
historically — as you drink it. Use it in place of gin, preferably side
by side with a “control” cocktail to see how things change. Really
curious stuff.
80 proof / $30 / Artintheage.com
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Liqueur
Luxardo Aperitivo Liqueur
The Aperol Spritz is one of the all-time classic cocktails (and it’s making a
comeback). The centerpiece, of course, is the Italian Aperol, a bittersweet orange
liqueur which comprises nearly half the drink.
Aperol just got some competition. A new product from Luxardo (renown for its
cherry-flavored maraschino liqueur) is a new spin on the liqueur, right down to
the deep orange color and Made in Italy label.
Luxardo’s got something more going on. Not as sweet, distinctly bitter-edged,
with hints of grapefruit peel, root beer, and light herbs including rosemary and
sage. It’s somewhere between Aperol and Campari on the spectrum (though
closer to Aperol), and I find I really like where it lands. Opinions were mixed on
which version was better in a Spritz — in a sample of four tasters, the men in my
group (including me) slightly preferred the Luxardo version, the ladies liked the
Aperol one. But we all enjoyed both renditions of the cocktail.
22 proof / $20 / Anchordistilling.com

Jack From Brooklyn Sorel Liqueur
Jack From Brooklyn is a company based in, well, see if you can guess. And its
sole product to date is Sorel, a unique, heavily-spiced liqueur based on hibiscus.
The recipe includes Moroccan hibiscus, Brazilian cloves, Indonesian cassia
(cinnamon) and nutmeg, and Nigerian ginger. Sweetened with sugar and swirled
together into a base of organic grain alcohol, the resulting spirit is Port wine-red
and a wine-like 30 proof.
Sorel is an easier drink than the other major hibiscus liqueur on the market, Hum.
That’s mainly because Hum is 70 proof and Sorel is less than half that, giving it
much less bite and a far less syrupy texture. Sorel’s secondary flavoring elements
come out much more strongly here: cloves particularly on the nose, gingerbread
and cinnamon notes especially on the body. There’s lots of cherry throughout,
which sweetens everything up nicely and turns Sorel into an easy sipper, a swell
dessert drink on its own and an intriguing ingredient when used in hot cocktails.
70 proof / $40 / Jackfrombrooklyn.com
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- The 2013 Drinkhacker Holiday List -

Bourbon
Parker’s Heritage Collection Promise of Hope ($90)
Hillrock Solera ($90)
Four Roses Single Barrel ($80)
Four Roses Small Batch ($90)
Russell’s Reserve Single Barrel Small Batch ($50)
Rough Rider ($33)
Jim Beam Signature Craft 12 Year Old ($40)
Burnside Double Barrel ($44)
Stagg Jr. ($50)
Hooker’s House Single Barrell ($36)
Scotch
Laphroaig Cairdeas Port Wood Edition 2013 ($75)
Balvenie Tun 1401 Batch 9 ($250)
Ardbeg Ardbog ($120)
Isle of Jura “Juar” 1977 36 Years Old ($950)
Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve ($87)

Other Whiskey
WhistlePig “The Boss Hog” Rye 12 Years Old ($150)
Collingwood 21 Year Old Canadian Rye ($70)
Powers John’s Lane 12 Years Old Irish ($65)
Pike Creek Canadian ($37)
Gin
Master of Malt Worship Street Whistling Shop Cream Gin ($68)
Russell Henry lineup (3 different gins, $38 each)
Monkey 47 ($61, 500ml)
Vodka
Pau Maui Vodka ($30)
Absolut Elyx ($50)
666 Vodka ($28)
Rum
Ron Barceló Imperial Premium Blend 30 Aniversario Rum ($120)
Gosling’s Old Rum ($70)
Kirk & Sweeney 12 Years Old ($40)
Brandy
Louis Royer Cognac XO ($140)
Encanto’s Acholado Pisco ($35)
Tequila
Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la Casa Port Cask Finished Reposado, Reserva 2012 ($90)
Qui Platinum Extra Anejo ($60)
Tapatio 110 Blanco ($42, 1 liter)
Anejo ($50)
Liqueur
Art in the Age Sage Liqueur ($30)
Jack from Brooklyn Sorel Liqueur ($40)
Luxardo Aperitivo ($20)
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Bourbon
2008: Eagle Rare 17 Year Old (2008 Edition)
2009: Old Rip Van Winkle Family Reserve 23 Years Old (2009 Edition)
2010: George T. Stagg Antique Collection 2010 Edition
2011: Big Bottom Whiskey 2 Years Old Port Cask Finish
2012: Four Roses Small Batch 2012
Scotch
2008: Highland Park 18 Year Old
2009: Macallan 1824 Collection
2010: Bruichladdich 16 Years Old First Growth Series
2011: The Glenlivet Founder’s Reserve
2012: The Balvenie Doublewood 17 Year Old
Vodka
2008: Xellent
2009: Any tea-infused vodka
2010: Rokk
2011: Russian Standard Gold Vodka
2012: Square One Vodka
Gin
2008: Whitley Neill
2009: Bulldog
2010: Berkshire Mountain Distillers Greylock Gin
2011: Bloom Gin
2012: Greenhook Gin
Rum
2008: Rhum Clement Cuvee Homere
2009: Appleton Reserve
2010: DonQ Gran Anejo
2011: Montanya Platino Rum
2012: Rhum J.M. Rhum Vieux Agricole 1997
Brandy
2008: Delamain Extra de Grande Champagne
2009: Bache-Gabrielsen Hors d’Age Cognac
2010: Camus XO Borderies
2011: “Original Gangster” XO Brandy
2012: Marquis de Montesquiou Armagnac XO Imperial
Tequila
2008: Jose Cuervo Reserva de la Familia Anejo 2008
2009: Casa Noble
2010: Tequila Avion Anejo
2011: Casa Dragones
2012: t1 Tequila Blanco Ultra-Fino
Liqueur
2008: Domaine de Canton Ginger Liqueur
2009: J. Witty Chamomile Liqueur
2010: Voyant Chai Cream Liqueur
2011: Tatratea
2012: Pierre Ferrand Dry Curacao Ancienne Method
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Award Winners
2008-2012

- Notes -
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